Mr. Saccullo
8th Grade Social Studies

The Vietnam Era
Essential Questions Homework

Name:
Period:

Directions: Answer the essential questions for each of the sections using your textbook outline. Your answer should be five to six sentences
long, written in complete sentences and contain facts, details and examples to back up your answer.

Section 1: Kennedy’s Foreign Policy pages 866-870








Explain President Kennedy’s policy on nuclear weapons and the need for new military tactics at the start of the 1960s.
Describe the main goal of the Peace Corps and the Alliance for Progress.
Explain how Fidel Castro (you may need to reference chapter 28) rose to power in Cuba. Include a map that shows the relationship of
Cuba to the United States.
Explain the cause and effect of the Bay of Pigs invasion.
Describe the events surrounding the building of the Berlin Wall.
Explain the cause and effect of the Cuban Missile Crisis. How was the crisis resolved?
Give a detailed summary of the events surrounding the Space Race between the U. S. and the U.S.S.R.

Section 2: War in Vietnam pages 871-876






Explain the origins of the war in Southeast Asia between the Vietnamese led by Ho Chi Minh and France.
Detail the events leading to the signing of the Geneva Accords and the creation of North and South Vietnam. Include a map that shows
the country following the Geneva accords. Make sure the map shows all of Asia.
What was the National Liberation Front (Vietcong)? Describe its role during the Vietnam War.
What was the Domino Theory?
Summarize pages 873-876. Create an outline that details the events of the growing U.S. involvement on Vietnam.

Section 3: The Vietnam Years at Home pages 877-882






Explain how protests by America’s youth led to a split in America that became known as the generation gap.
Describe the counterculture revolution in detail. Describe the parents reaction to this movement.
Explain the draft, deferments and the opposition to the draft during the Vietnam War.
Create and outline of pages 879-881 detailing the events of 1968 which is often called the “year that rocked the world”.
Explain the views of the three candidates during the election of 1968. What were the results of the election?
 Hubert Humphrey
 Richard Nixon
 George Wallace

Section 4: Nixon and Vietnam pages 884-889





Detail President Nixon’s new strategy of Vietnamization. What were the details of this new plan?
What role did protests at home play in Henry Kissinger’s peace talks with North Vietnam?
Detail the events which occurred at Kent State and Jackson State Universities. What effect did these events have on the American public?
Create an outline of pages 888—889 detailing the events at the end of the war and the legacy of the war.

